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PRE-GREECE 
 

Trooper Ernest Chapman, Royal Armoured Corps, 3rd RTR 
 

From “Tell Them We Were Here” by Edwin Horlington Chap 5: 
 
“The Greek Campaign for the 3rd RTR started when we were ordered to exchange our reasonable tanks.  
A14s (sic: A13s – the A14 variant design was abandoned) for some A9s and A10s which had just come 
back from a stint ‘up the blue’ and were badly in need of overhaul.” 
 
From: “A Tankies Travels” by Jock Watt: 

 
(After returning from Dunkirk . . .)  “many of us survivors were promoted to replace our lost non-commissioned 

officers.  I was promoted to sergeant and joined a tank troop. 

 

We collected a new consignment of A13  Cruiser tanks and began retraining as a regiment. 

 

. . . with little warning, the colour of our tanks was changed from green to sand and our kit to khaki drill.  No 

imagination was required to guess where we were going. 
 

 
 

A13 Cruiser 
 

We loaded our tanks on the Clan Lamont and embarked on the liner Stirling Castle at Liverpool.  It was a sad 

farewell to England . . .” 

 

    
 

SS Clan Lamont in Clan Line colours . . . and in war-paint on the Clyde (1942) 
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Stirling Castle in Union Castle Line colours  . . and as HM Troopship 
 
“At Mersa Matruh our Cruisers were off-loaded in an atmosphere charged with excitement and expectation.  Here 

was the starting point of  what we had come to Egypt to do; but sadly it was not to be.  Events in Europe changed 

our destiny and we swapped our beautiful new Cruisers for a bunch of worn-out old A10s and headed back down the 

line to Alexandria.” 

 

 
 

“worn-out old A10s” 
 

 
 

A9 Cruiser Mk 1, 1938-1941 
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The personnal of 3RTR were transported across the eastern Mediterranean from Alexandria to Piraeus 
onboard the light cruiser HMS Bonaventure. 
 
From Wikipedia:  
 
“HMS Bonaventure was a Dido class light cruiser of the Royal Navy.  The Bonaventure participated as 
an escort vessel in Operation Fish, the World War II evacuation of British wealth from the UK to Canada. 
It was the biggest movement of wealth in history. 

In an Operation Fish convoy on 5 July 1940 five ships loaded with $1.7 billion (US$ 28.33 billion in 2013), 
the largest movement of wealth in history.[1] Offshore they met their escort, which included the battleship 
HMS Revenge, a cruiser and several destroyers. Trouble arose when one of the convoy ships, a Polish 
ship, the Batory, loaded with treasure, had engine trouble and had to drop out of the convoy, escorted by 
only HMS Bonaventure.. The two ships encountered heavy fog and because of the dangers of icebergs 
were forced to sit dead in the water, easy targets for any U-boats that might find them. Finally, after 
repairs were made, both ships were able to make it to Halifax days after the other treasure ships had 
landed.”  

 
 

HMS Bonaventure, October 1940 
 
The tanks went with HMT Clan Macauley and SS Singalese Prince: 
 

 
 

Clan Macaulay 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/#cite_note-Breuer_p._62-1
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“Sixty worn out examples were taken to Greece by the 3rd Royal Tank Regiment and, although they performed well 

against the German tanks, over 90% were lost due to mechanical breakdowns as opposed to enemy action (mainly 

lost tracks).”  

 

 
 

Told you so:  A10 abandoned in Greece, April 1941, having lost a track, being examined by the 
victorious pursuing Germans (Nazi propaganda photograph) 

 

 
 


